-some  |  -ish

Directions: The suffixes above both indicate being characterized by or having the characteristics of something. Read each word below. Match it to its clue, and then write each word on the line next to its clue.

awesome  |  childish
burdensome  |  girlish
winsome  |  impish
winsome  |  freakish
lonesome  |  bookish
adventuresome  |  oldish
cumbersome  |  boorish

1. characterized by awe  ____________________________________________
2. with characteristics of a boor  ___________________________________
3. state of being a burden  _________________________________________
4. tending to be old  ______________________________________________
5. a state of being attractive or appealing  __________________________
6. tending towards books  __________________________________________
7. tending to quarrel  ______________________________________________
8. having the characteristics of a freak  _____________________________
9. characterized by loneliness  ______________________________________
10. having the characteristics of an imp  _____________________________
11. characterized by adventure  ______________________________________
12. having the characteristics of a girl  _____________________________
13. the state of being an encumbrance  ______________________________
14. having the characteristics of a child  ____________________________